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ABSTRACT
Massive graphs arise in any application where there is data
about both basic entities and the relationships between these
entities, e.g., web-pages and hyperlinks; neurons and synapses;
papers and citations; IP addresses and network flows; people
and their friendships. Graphs have also become the de facto
standard for representing many types of highly structured
data. However, the sheer size of many of these graphs renders classical algorithms inapplicable when it comes to analyzing such graphs. In addition, these existing algorithms
are typically ill-suited to processing distributed or stream
data.
Various platforms have been developed for processing large
data sets. At the same time, there is the need to develop new
algorithmic ideas and paradigms. In the case of graph processing, a lot of recent work has focused on understanding
the important algorithmic issues. An central aspect of this
is the question of how to construct and leverage small-space
synopses in graph processing. The goal of this tutorial is to
survey recent work on this question and highlight interesting
directions for future research.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider telephone call networks: the number of calls in
a single day is around 109 and this information is stored
for billing purposes. Processing even a few days’ worth of
billing data requires specialized techniques. The Web graph
has about 1010 nodes which are rich in attributes. Network traffic data averages to about 109 packets per hour
per router for large ISPs; storing all this information is a
poor use of resources and processing the data offline is often
unacceptable from the perspective of latency. Large scale
scientific experiments generate terabytes of data in a span
of days. At these scales, even constructing and storing a
traditional representation of a graph can be a significant
challenge; performing heavy-duty computation and evaluating complex queries requires radically new approaches.

While a number of promising platforms have been introduced to manage large scale graph processing (see, e.g., Giraph [4], GraphLab [5] and Pregel [6]), there is also the need
to develop new algorithmic ideas and paradigms for these
platforms.
One useful model for developing algorithms for massive
graphs is the semi-streaming model [3, 7]. This model has
been studied for nearly ten years and there has been a burst
of recent progress. Through the study of this model, a rich
set of techniques have been developed that capitalize on,
and contribute to, research in a wide variety of other areas
such as compressed sensing, property testing and learning,
distributed processing and MapReduce, sampling and statistical estimation. As such, the guiding philosophy of this
tutorial idea is not to focus on a specific model (e.g., singlepass stream processing) but rather on abstracting and developing the principles of compressed representations, or data
synopses, and working with them.
Over the last couple of decades, there have been big strides
in the area of streaming algorithms for processing numeric
data [7] and XML data [8]. However, the task of processing general graphs, which poses some of the richest questions, has received significantly less attention. For example,
there now exist many techniques for summarizing numerical data and feature vectors including sketching, hashing,
histograms, and low-dimensional approximations. What are
the equivalent synopses for graph data? If they exist, how
can they be constructed given a data stream, or distributed
data, or samples from a data?
The goals of this tutorial are to a) survey the recent
progress and b) initiate a dialogue of what next steps or
directions are to be pursued. In what follows, we give a
brief outline of the contents of the tutorial.

1.1

Part I: Models & Basic Graph Queries

We start with an overview of the characteristics of some
common massive graphs such as the web-graph, call-graph,
social networks, and IP networks. We then formally define two relevant models for processing massive graphs: the
sketching and streaming models.
To illustrate the important concepts and algorithmic techniques in these models, we initially focus on the basic problem of determining whether a massive graph is connected,
i.e., whether there is a path between any two nodes. Considering this foundational problem will lead us to a series
of important definitions and techniques including the semistreaming model. We then address three related problems:
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1. Shortest Paths: How long is the shortest path between
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In the course of investigating these two classic problems
we demonstrate the utility of various linear programing techniques when combined with the basic sparsifier synopsis discussed in the first part of the tutorial. Lastly, we overview
some work on processing graphs in variants of the data
stream model including the annotated stream model and
the random order stream model. We conclude by highlighting a selection of open problems in the area of graph streams
and sketches.

a given pair of nodes? Can we efficiently approximate
the set of all graph distances without storing the entire
graph?
2. Robust Connectivity: How well connected are a given
pair of nodes, e.g., are there many disjoint paths between the nodes or could the removal of a few edges
disconnect the nodes.
3. Dynamic Graphs: Can we answer such questions for
massive graphs defined by both insertions and deletions of edges?
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In addressing each question we will need to define and investigate different forms of graph synopses. This includes
spanners and sparsifisers; these are sparse (weighted) subgraphs of the original graph from which properties such as
the lengths of the shortest paths and the size of graph cuts
can be approximated. What is surprising is not only that
such small synopses exist but also that they can be constructed efficiently in the data stream model. In presenting
such constructions, we demonstrate various general techniques such as geometric grouping and reduce-and-merge
trees.
The question of dealing with insertions and deletions naturally leads up to sketch synopses, i.e., linear projections
of the data into lower dimensional spaces that preserve the
salient features of the data. We will discuss the recent work
that introduces the notion of graph sketches and its application to both processing graph streams and more widely,
e.g., in MapReduce and other parallel and distributed settings [1, 2].
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In the second part of the tutorial we focus on more advanced computational problems. We base our presentation
around two popular graph processing tasks.
1. Graph Matchings: How do we pair up adjacent nodes
of a graph such that the maximum number of nodes are
paired? This classical problem arises in many guises
such as pairing doctors to medical residences, assigning ad slots to advertisers, and refining finite element
meshes.
2. Graph Clustering: Given a graph suppose that the
nodes represent various entities and that the weighted
edges between nodes indicate the similarity between
the nodes, e.g., an edge between two nodes would have
a negative value if the two nodes represent entities that
are dissimilar whereas a positive weight would indicate
that the entities are very similar. The goal is to partition the graph such that similar nodes stay in the
same partition but dissimilar nodes are separated. The
problem of graph clusterings, also known an correlation clustering, is a natural next step in a long line of
clustering problems that have been addressed the data
stream model.
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